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Towards an analysis of the historic Platinum workers’ strike
International background
We live in a world period where the historic apparatus of traditional leaderships that monopoly capitalism
depends on to maintain control of the masses, has been severely exposed and weakened. Revolts have broken
out in many countries. Some have toppled governments but left the repressive apparatus intact (such as
Egypt). Some have broken out into civil war such as Libya and Syria. In the heart of the imperialist centres such
as the US, Britain and France, the masses have also begun resisting their own regimes. Of all the imperialist
centres, this resistance is the highest in the USA - to such an extent that only 19% of the population have faith
in the US Congress and Senate; the US army is split and many veterans are marching against their own regime.
Such is the resistance against the US regime from within, that the US regime is heavily constrained from
launching direct full invasions anywhere in the world. The rise of drone technology and increased use of
mercenary and proxy forces are a direct consequence of the increasing resistance of the US working class to
be being used as cannon fodder for the 1%.
While the masses are breaking from their traditional leaderships, the new emerging leaderships, in all cases,
have shown that they are still too inexperienced and not yet sufficiently well organised. The key factor is the
lack of a sufficiently well organised and experienced revolutionary working class party. In many cases the
inexperience of the newly emerging leadership of the masses has allowed imperialism to implant or attempt
to implant a layer of counter-revolutionaries from within the masses to divert their drive for revolutionary
overthrow of the entire regime. Imperialism is desperate to make use of any factor to retain control, even
using forces that are not on their side but who self-limit the struggle to within the capitalist system.
In South Africa
In South Africa the same revolutionary process is unfolding. In 2012 to 2013 at least 400 000 of the most
militant workers have broken from the iron grip of the ANC-SACP alliance which has been the main instrument
through which monopoly capital has maintained control over the past 20 years. Further, the survey of the
Foundation for Public Dialogue, on Cosatu members, shows that more than 60% , which is more than 1.2
million of them, support a break with the ANC and SACP and would support the formation of a new workers’
party at the minimum. At least 100 000 mineworkers, left Cosatu and joined AMCU- their allegiance to AMCU
was more a rejection of the NUM leaders than support of the AMCU leaders. There are similar trends of
chemical and mine workers leaving Cosatu to join Giwusa; thousands of transport workers left Satawu to join
the NTM (National Transport Movement). The strongest and most advanced trend, however, has been the
break by Numsa from the ANC and SACP, while remaining in Cosatu to campaign for the rest of its base to join
the path of class independence.
For the past 20 years imperialism has tolerated the existence of Cosatu as the leadership kept a huge part of
the organised vanguard chained to the ANC and SACP and thereby to the capitalist class. If Cosatu broke from
the ANC and SACP, it would become the greatest threat to capitalist relations and the cheap labour system.
Big capital will work with all the state agencies and its agents within the Cosatu, ANC and SACP leadership to
prevent this.
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Now that Numsa has oriented to spearhead the break of Cosatu from the ANC and SACP and its stranglehold,
the capitalist class would do everything it could to neutralise the revolution of Numsa, from within it and also,
if Numsa were to make any significant advances in achieving a wider break from the ANC and SACP, the
capitalist class would rather promote the shattering of Cosatu into pieces than allow its instrument of control
to really fall into working class hands.
Marikana and the latest Platinum strike
The Marikana massacre has proven a turning point where greater and greater sections of the masses have
come to realize that the ANC govt is prepared to kill the masses to maintain control by monopoly capital, just
as the old apartheid regime did.
The reason why the Farlam Commission has dragged out so long is that imperialism fears the consequences of
their de facto not guilty decision on the police and political leaders responsible for the 16th Aug 2012 Marikana
massacre. Imperialism has moved in stages, first they have amended the terms of reference to exclude any
cabinet minister from being called before the Commission (thereby giving amnesty to Ramaphosa, Mthethwa
and Zuma).Now the introduction of ‘Mr X’ as a calculated effort to discredit the revolutionary mineworkers
and provide a cover for the amnesty for the police who carried out the massacre. Imperialism has to give the
police amnesty – this is what the TRC, Truth and Reconciliation Commission was really all about too, as
hundreds, if not thousands of the police, who kill workers every day, would be in prison. The repressive
apparatus required by imperialism capitalism, by Anglo American, to maintain control, would then be severely
weakened. Capitalist institutions around the world, From the UN, the International Criminal Court, the various
‘Human Rights’ tribunals set up by the capitalists, work on the same principle, namely to make token rulings
against a handful, while the real perpetrators of capitalist massacres, get off lightly or get total amnesty. These
mock trials are necessary to maintain the capitalist lie that ‘justice’ comes through the courts and through the
institutions of capitalist society, thus the message from the capitalists is that there is no need for selforganization by the masses.
The intensity of the 23rd January 2014 strike by 70 000 Platinum workers caught us (WIVP) off guard and we
were slow to campaign in support of the strikers. The demand of R12 500 showed that the Amcu leaders had
not succeeded in turning the mineworkers’ struggle into a purely economic one- the strike was political from
the start, in the sense that it was a direct challenge to the cheap labour foundation that capitalist relations in
the whole of Africa is based on. The point is that the Platinum workers’ strike is not just a strike but is part of
the generalised revolt of the masses against the system. Whether the workers’ are forced to retreat for a
while under a ‘wage agreement’, a generalised revolt against the capitalist relations has broken out.
Every strike or protest, on the farms, in communities against lack of housing, in the Ngqura port for permanent
status and better conditions, in the universities against exclusion or the coming strike in the engineering
sector, are all part of the same revolt against the cheap labour system, not only in SA or Southern Africa or
Africa, but part of the world revolt against the capitalist system.
At times of revolution, often the masses are more advanced than the revolutionary parties, who have to play
catch-up in order to play a decisive role. On the other hand, significant sections of the left either opposed the
strike or deliberately left it politically isolated (eg the Wasp, Workers and Socialist Party, called a press
conference a day before the strike, to oppose it- although they later tried to backtrack on this, the damage
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had been done; the DLF, for a long time, refused to organise political protest against the regime and the
captains of industry, limiting their solidarity to collection of food ( necessary and important as this was).
The Cosatu leaders used Mayday for campaigning for the ANC and against the strike. Numsa members on the
affected mines came out for 1 week in solidarity and then returned. Was there a realization among all the
trade union leaders, that if they really organised broad-based solidarity, the Platinum strike could have broken
out onto a generalised revolt that no one would have been able to stop? What has caused the Platinum
workers to pause in their struggle is the lack of broader solidarity. Even the Amcu leaders did not mobilise
solidarity strikes among the rest of the workers that they organise.
The use of the Labour Court to broker a deal was to cover the fact that the united workers’ had finally forced
the Platinum bosses to concede to some of the demands of the workers; it also had the element of wanting to
rebuild credibility in the state structures.
The intervention of the Minister of Minerals and Energy, Ramatlodi, was also to disguise that the workers’ had
forced the bosses to concede some of their demands; it was also to attempt to rebuild the credibility of the
ANC government in the eyes of the masses.
When the Labour Court and Ministerial intervention failed, the bosses turned directly to the AMCU leaders, to
bring an end to the strike. The threat by the bosses to have the strike declared ‘dysfunctional’, ie to outlaw it
and by force or arms get workers back to work, has not yet been carried out, as it means the end of unions as
a means to control the masses; it also means that the next step when workers rise up for their demands,
would be directly against the bosses and their state; the capitalists would have no agency to control the
masses from within. This would mark the start of open civil war by the capitalists on the working class.
Even if workers’ accept the R1000 increase per year for the next 3 years for A and B categories and a lesser
percentage for other categories, the lesson for the rest of the working class is this:
•
•
•

The capitalist class will use the state and the ANC govt to attempt workers to water down their demands;
If the ANC govt is unable to get workers to back down, then the capitalists will discard them and turn to the
leadership of ‘independent’ unions and ‘independent’ working class formations and NGO’s to regain control;
The imperialists have realized that the ANC-SACP-Cosatu alliance is unable to play its role to control the masses;
on the other hand, workers will begin to realize that they can get a much higher increase, or greater
improvement in their lives, outside of Cosatu and outside of the alliance with the ANC and SACP.

That the strikers are demanding, correctly, that the charges be dropped against their leadership, is a growing
recognition by the working class that the state, the courts, the prisons, are nothing but the executive arm of
big capital.
A comradely debate with Numsa over the nature of the United Front
As Numsa now prepares for a strike of 200 000 engineering sector workers, it is important to realize the
central importance of mobilising directly related sectors and broader, in communities and in industrial areas,
for support. The demand for 15% and an end to labour brokers strikes also at the heart of cheap labour
system. Even though Numsa failed to take up a broad political support of the Platinum strike, it does not mean
that it is now incorrect to mobilise broadly in support of the coming engineering strike; in fact the isolation of
the Platinum strikers reinforces the need for such errors to be overcome. The engineering strike is in fact a
continuation of the revolt represented by the Platinum strike and before that, of the farmworkers and mine
workers strike.
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Lenin always emphasized the need for a centrally organised revolutionary working class party, with a
programme for Socialism, intervening in a united front from time to time on particular issues that face the
working class. In What is to be done? Lenin emphasizes the need for a multifaceted approach to building the
party, taking up and exposing the system on all fronts, for its inability to meet the needs of the working class
and the lower middle class; thus it was important to take up issues on all fronts, not just limiting it to
economic issues. The vanguard workers are united in the party based on agreeing to fight for its programme.
The Numsa conception of a United Front is a permanent structure, uniting workers with NGO’s and
progressive middle class activists and formations as well as other trade unions. Thus a loose coalition of
workers and the masses, each with different programmes, come together; like the UDF of 1983, the danger is
that the United Front will be dominated by the middle class and instead of paving the way for a revolutionary
working class party, actually becomes an obstacle to prevent its development. [the UDF limited its programme
to the Freedom Charter and thus became an instrument to assist the rise of the ANC into govt and thus a
limitation of the demands of the masses]. In fact, the Numsa conception of the United Front that again limits
itself to the Freedom Charter, at best, lays the basis for the development of a reformist party that, like the
Workers’ Party in Brasil, may extend the life of the system by another 20 years.
We want to emphasize that we are not opposing the setting up of broad worker-controlled united front
structures; in fact we support it and will do everything we can to promote them. What we are saying is that
this is not enough.
Side by side with uniting workers in struggle there needs to be a process of discussion among all working class
activists and formations, centred around the Numsa workers, on the basis of a programme for a new
revolutionary working class party. Questions that need to be discussed should include how to advance the
struggle for the expropriation, without compensation, under workers control, of the mines, commercial farms,
etc. Worker activists and Socialist formations across the region and beyond should be invited to participate. A
broad process of discussion in the working class should culminate in a Socialist conference where a new
Workers’ Charter is adopted as the basis of the new party. This is how to take the heroic Numsa moment to
the next level.
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Is the Numsa top leadership moving away from the formation of a
revolutionary working class party and even a United Front?
On the 20th May 2014, the Numsa top leadership issued a press statement ‘Numsa and the question of a
revolutionary Marxist-Leninist political organ of the working class in South Africa today’. We argue that this
statement shows a backtracking by the Numsa leadership from the bold advance that was encapsulated in
their SNC (Special National Congress) resolutions of Dec 2013. This matter is especially important as there is
massive pressure from the right and imperialism, through the ANC task team, to get Numsa to abandon its
Congress resolutions to break from the ANC and SACP and set up a new revolutionary working class party and
a United Front.
Why is imperialism and the ANC so desperate to get Numsa to abandon the formation of a revolutionary
working class party?
There is a world wide revolt against the rule by imperialism capitalism. The single most important factor that
has thus far prevented any of these uprisings from setting up a workers’ government, is the absence of a
revolutionary working class party that has sufficient support among the masses.
The masses around the world have always been prepared to fight the capitalists and their system; what has
held the masses back has been the presence of a counter-revolutionary leadership at the head of the workers’
movement.
The Numsa moment has opened up the possibility of not only the displacement of the counter-revolutionary
leadership of the masses but also of the setting up of the necessary fighting organ, namely a revolutionary
working class party. The overnight growth of the EFF which posed as radical, shows what is possible if Numsa
had set up a workers party- indeed, a Numsa led workers party would immediately have eclipsed the DA, if not
also the ANC. In short, the Numsa Congress resolutions pose a threat to capitalist exploitation and rule not
only in SA, but immediately in Southern Africa, a step that could inspire, encourage and direct the masses of
the world to follow suit. Thus world capitalist relations are being threatened by the Numsa moment.
On a secondary level, the needs of imperialism meets with the need of the ANC and SACP leaders to maintain
their position of privilege within the capitalist state. Without the workers, the ANC (and thus the current SACP)
would be nothing. Without the workers, the ANC and SACP leaders would not be able to enter the limited
positions of privilege that imperialism throws to them. The reliance of imperialism on an economy that is kept
in slavery as a primary exporter of raw unprocessed goods, means that the middle class and new elements of
the capitalist class (the black capitalists) is small in number. Without the workers, the ANC and SACP would not
be able to play their role of chaining workers to capitalist slavery.
Thus the ANC task team, headed by billionaire capitalist Cyril Ramaphosa, represents an alliance of big capital
and the ANC against the Numsa members and the entire working class, to maintain the tripartite alliance,
ANC-SACP-COSATU, so that the masses can be kept in permanent slavery to capitalist rule. In short, the
alliance is needed to maintain the cheap labour super-exploitative relations in Southern Africa.
The Numsa leaders are clinging to the capitalist NDR of the SACP
On the one hand the Numsa leaders claim that the political organ (where a revolutionary working class party is
only one of the options) will be ‘all determined in the theater of struggle’; on the other, they are limiting the
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programme of such an entity to the Stalinist SACP programme of the national democratic revolution and the
Freedom Charter.
Lenin has never proposed a ‘national democratic revolution’; the NDR was an invention of the stalin period
within the communist movement when the fight for workers’ power was deliberately sabotaged.
We turn to Lenin’s State and Revolution, Chapter 1 part 3 to clarify Lenin’s notion of a democratic state:
‘The omnipotence of ‘wealth’ is thus more secure in a democratic republic, since it does not depend on the poor
political shell of capitalism. A democratic republic is the best possible shell for capitalism, and therefore, once
capital has gained control of this very best shell, it establishes its power so securely, so firmly that no change,
either of persons, or institutions, or parties in the bourgeois republic can shake it.
We must also note that Engels quite definitely regards universal suffrage [the vote- ed]as a means of bourgeois
domination. Universal suffrage, he says, obviously summing up the long experience of the German Social
Democracy, is an ‘index of the maturity of the working class; it cannot, and never will, be anything else but that
in the modern state’.’
Lenin also clarifies that the replacement of the bourgeois state with a workers’ state is only possible through
extra-parliamentary revolutionary mass action.
The Numsa leaders rely on the SACP programme of 1989 which calls for working class organizations to be
strengthened ‘in all sectors of the state’. The SACP of 1989 was preparing the working class for incorporation
of the ANC into the capitalist state. Lenin says no change in state institutions will shake the bourgeois republic,
the SACP of 1989 and the Numsa leaders argue that the capitalist state institutions should be strengthened.
Numsa leaders want the working class and even the new Movement for Socialism to be incorporated into the
capitalist state, not to work for the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism.
Before and since the 19th March national strike, the Numsa United front has been largely silent, even though
one of the longest mining strikes in the history of the country is taking place. The struggle for R12 500 directly
challenges the cheap labour capitalist relations not only in mining but in the rest of the economy. The United
Front has failed to spearhead the mining revolt which has been left in the hands of the syndicalist Amcu
leaders.
The Numsa leaders call for preparation for local government elections but even this is a break with Leninism as
their approach is electoral and not linked to a class struggle approach, nor even to exposure of the capitalist
relations. [We have no problem with an approach to preparing for local govt elections as a means to expose
the hold of the capitalists over the state that keep the masses in poverty and destitution in the land of plenty
but we say a Marxist approach always places mass struggles first and above any electoral campaign].
Has the past 20 years not shown that not a single democratic demand eg for jobs for all, not even a single
clause of the Freedom Charter, even an economic demand for real beneficiation, on a mass and fundamental
scale (and not tokenism) can ever be achieved under capitalist relations? It is not sufficient merely to say as
Joe Slovo did and the SACP of 1989/1990, that the black middle class and upper strata are inconsistent and
‘soft targets’ for the enemy in achieving reformism rather than revolutionary change.
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There has been no long period of capitalist development as happened in Europe. The tiny black capitalist class
that has developed is totally dependent on imperialism and thus is in essence, counter-revolutionary and antiworking class.
Lenin stated in State and Revolution that upon the attainment of a democracy that the middle class (certainly
the upper middle class) and the capitalist class lose all their revolutionism.
Let us look at Cyril Ramaphosa for example: He obtained the capital for his shares in Lonmin from a loan from
Lonmin itself. The Lonmin capitalists own him. Thus is follows that the capitalists instructed him to repay his
dues by using his connections in govt to perpetrate the Marikana massacre. This is not the role of a vacillating
capitalist but of a conscious counter-revolutionary. Thus we can see, similarly, every black capitalist has
developed through loans from imperialism, they are tied hand and foot to them.
The so-called truce and mediation by the ANC, spearheaded by capitalist Ramaphosa, should be rejected. This
is just another attempt to wage war, not only on the Numsa members but the entire working class. To ask
Numsa to reverse its SNC resolutions is an attack on the working class. This is another ultimatum to Numsa to
comply with the ANC-SACP bureaucracy in Cosatu or be expelled.
Numsa should prepare an action plan in support of the striking mineworkers and towards nationalization of
the mines as per their SNC resolutions; fundamental is also to take a stand on the limitation of the Farlam
Commission which now will not allow Ramaphosa and Zuma to be called to account for the Marikana
massacre; at the same time, Numsa should prepare the ground for regional and a national conference of the
left, to develop a Workers’ Charter, the basis for a new revolutionary working class party; side by side with this
goes the calling of regional and national workers summits as the new party cannot develop in isolation of the
current struggles of the masses, it needs to win that support in mass action.
Workers International Vanguard Party 1.6.2014
email workersinternational@gmail.com ph 0822020617 www.workersinternational.org.za
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The Egyptian masses reject US imperialist puppet, Sisi
The turnout in the Egyptian elections was so low that they had to extend the 2 voting days to 3. Despite this only 10% of
the electorate voted to US puppet Sisi. US imperialism pumped hundreds of millions of dollars into this election, hoping
to give legitimacy to their coup leader al Sisi. With over 37 000 voting stations, there was virtually a polling booth on
every street corner, yet the masses rejected them. Even the pro-imperialist Al Jazeera put an optimistic figure of a 10%
turnout. In several places there was not even a single vote. The regime tried to cover up its humiliating defeat by
falsifying a vote tally for them. But even so, the farce was only exaggerated- there were more spoilt ballots than votes
for the second ‘candidate’.
Virtually all the masses boycotted the election; the only people who supported Sisi were the police, their families and
part of the upper middle class and a part of the capitalist class. Even the capitalists were divided over whether to
support him. US imperialism faces a huge crisis of legitimacy as the masses have roundly and completely rejected their
candidate.
The rejection goes further, namely that, especially in the aftermath of hundreds of protestors getting the death
sentence (these have not yet been carried out) and on the other hand, that mass murderer Hosni Mubarak only
receiving an 8 year sentence, the masses have not only rejected the candidate of US imperialism, the masses have
rejected the state apparatus itself.
Billions of dollars from US imperialism in military ‘aid’, billions of dollars from Saudi Arabia and the Emirates have not
been enough to secure the support of the masses for the coup leader and the state apparatus. Imperialism had wanted
to secure their military dictatorship through the cover of democracy but even this shell has been rejected by the masses.
Imperialism likes to impress the masses on home soil with their democratic credentials but the Egyptian elections show
the reality: that imperialism rules through brute force throughout the world. Sisi is a dictator and he is backed by US
imperialism, that much is clear to the masses around the world.
What are the implications for imperialism in the Middle East?
Egypt is one of the main bastions of imperialism to control the masses in the Middle East. Egypt has 80 million people,
by far the highest population in the region, and has several million workers employed across Saudi Arabia, the Emirates
and across the Middle East. The control by imperialism over the masses in the Middle East depends to a great extent on
the control over the Egyptian masses as it frees imperialism up to control the masses of the region. No bastion can
operate without a support base- the base of US imperialism in Egypt has now evaporated. This mass boycott of Sisi
means that even among the rank and file soldiers that Sisi has little support. The boycott also shows that sections of the
capitalist class and their base did not support Sisi.
The masses will not forget that Israel, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, all the Emirates, Kuwait supported the military regime. The
millions of the Egyptian masses in these countries did note even vote there which in itself is also a protest against these
regimes.
Both Russia and the US built up the Egyptian regime, yet despite their joint efforts, the masses rejected their partner
Sisi. The role of the Russian regime in supporting dictators of imperialism is to be noted- this is their real role to give
credibility to regimes that sustain capitalist rule where imperialism has come under question in the minds of the masses.
The real nature of the coup regime exposed
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The total rejection if Sisi at the polls shows that he never had much support even in July when the coup took place. The
protests in July 2013 were against the Morsi regime and not for Sisi; in fact imperialism manipulated the media to create
the impression that Sisi had support. That lie is now exposed. The coup was pre-emptive as imperialism did not want the
masses to displace Morsi and set up their own regime. Any regime really democratically controlled by the masses would
have been anti-imperialist and possibly even anti-capitalist. To prevent the masses from setting up their own organs of
power, imperialism launched the coup to ensure that capitalist relations and imperialist control remained. Direct
democracy in Egypt would have threatened the reactionary regimes in the entire region.
A proposed way forward
Any return of the masses to Tahrir square would now mean that capitalism would not have any major agency to control
the masses.
Seeing that the state is now discredited totally, the situation provides a unique opportunity for the masses to set up new
organs of self-rule, namely, committees in every factory, industrial area and every working class community, as well as in
every school and university. These committees could elect regional and national delegates to set up an interim
revolutionary workers’ government.
For those who are clamouring for a Constituent Assembly , the experience of the Mubarak regime, Morsi and now Sisi
shows that a capitalist regime, even less a military dictatorship, is incapable of holding democratic elections without
restrictions. Each of these regimes brutalised the working class and even capitalist opposition and set restrictions on
elections.
It is only a revolutionary workers’ government that can convene any Constituent Assembly without restrictions; thus it is
important that the central task is the setting up of such a government based on grassroots workers’ committees, subject
to instant recall and where representatives do not take the salary of more than an average skilled worker.
At the same time, conscious effort should be made to win the rank and file over to join the factory and community
committees.
Thus the ground will be set to disperse the Sisi dictatorship.
We call on the Socialist left in Egypt to unite on this programme and for the international working class and Socialist
forces to give active support to the above programme.
Down with the courts and prisons of Mubarak-Sisi; Forward to a workers’ government! Away with the US-imperialist
puppet Sisi. We call on the masses in the USA to mobilise against their own regime for their support of capitalist
dictators and fascist regimes around the world.
Forward to a Federation of Socialist workers’ states in North Africa and the Middle East. Forward to a Socialist USA!
8.6.2014
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In defence of the Numsa strikersWe respond to M&G on the Transnet strike
It is urgent to respond to the article in the Mail & Guardian June 20-26 2014, entitled’ Barbs fly in the battle of the
unions’, which dealt with the Numsa Transnet strike.
We have long said that the M&G is indeed the voice of Anglo American. Their article confirms it once again. What is a
strike against harsh working conditions on the ports, is put under the banner of ‘Platinum strike’. This misrepresentation
is no accident. This anti-worker article draws comparisons with the bourgeois lie that the strikes in the mining sector and
in the current Platinum strike, as if this strike is about inter-union rivalry and not a fight of workers against exploitative
conditions at the workplace. The article talks about a war between Satawu and Numsa. Again this is no idle mistake.
It is a common tactic of imperialism and US imperialism in particular to deliberately foster worker on worker violence to
divert the masses from fighting them. In the Middle East, Muslim is put against Jew, in Iraq chaos is deliberately sown
among the masses under the guise of a Sunni-Shia ethnic conflict, on the mines the fight is portrayed by the capitalist
media as NUM against AMCU and in the wake of this, both NUM and AMCU members were mysteriously killed. The City
Press even let slip of a hitlist, namely of an outside force deliberately fanning the flames of worker-on-worker violence.
Thus what the M&G article, wittingly/unwittingly does, is prepare the ground for killings of both Satawu and Numsa
members, in a desperate attempt by imperialism to divert the growing resistance by the working class against the state.
This is why the M&G article must be immediately and clearly condemned and rebutted.
What is so strange is that they did not even bother to interview the workers. If they had done that, the real issues of the
strike would have emerged. Clearly, the M&G was not interested in the truth but wanted to create mischief between
Satawu and Numsa members and their aim appears to be to discredit whoever stands up against the system.
The Spark spoke to the striking workers and this is what we uncovered:
The issue of casualization and labour broking on the docks is an international issue that transport unions have been
fighting for many years. We think of the famous Liverpool dockworkers who went on strike for a number of months
against casualization before eventually their strike was defeated.
Workers on the docks work under harsh conditions. These workers’ job is to drive the vehicles that remove the
containers from ships, drive them to the yard where they are offloaded. Then they return to the docks for the next
container. When riding the container from the ship, workers sit on top of the container. The suspension of these vehicles
are so poorly designed that the vehicle shakes considerably on the trip from ship to yard.
The old system was such that 3 vehicles has 4 workers. For the first hour of work, one worker rests, then relieves the
first worker; then after second hour, a second worker is relieved, then after the 3rd hour the third worker is relieved and
so the cycle continues. In other words, the maximum period that any worker can work without a break is 3 hours.
Management has unilaterally (or with the agreement of Satawu leaders, we do not know), moved to 5 vehicles with 6
workers. Thus the maximum that workers work without a break has been raised from 3 hours to 5. This is the first issue
that Numsa members are striking about- they are concerned about the unilateral increase in the intensity of work and
the harmful effect on their health.
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Secondly, while the bosses ensure that workers are picked up from home and dropped off afterwards, this is not a
favour to the workers, as the bosses benefit from reduced interruptions that would have occurred due to a poor public
transport system. Workers discovered that workers at the old PE harbour have R100 deducted from their wages per
month for the transport while workers in the Nqqura harbour have R470 deducted per month. This is the second issue
that workers have, namely that this discrimination be ended.
Thirdly, workers have, in line with Cosatu campaign decisions, demanded an end to labour broking. It was only after
workers went on strike that Transnet (we don’t know if it is only for Ngqura harbour or more generally) announced that
they were taking measures to end labour broking. Some of the workers who went on strike, were working for labour
brokers. What Transnet did was to employ other workers from outside on a permanent basis. This means that in effect,
the striking workers, who were working for labour brokers, have been dismissed. Now workers have discovered that
Transnet have not ended labour broking but have in effect blacklisted workers on strike from being employed- Transnet
have secured the services of labour broker Thembakunye, to employ new workers- they have the brief to only employ
workers who have never worked for Transnet before. This is not banning of labour brokers but banning of the militant
striking workers.
Workers have heard, over a local radio station, that the shift issue has been resolved, that all workers will now have only
R100 per month deducted for transport and that labour broking has been ended. All they are waiting for now is that
Transnet produce a document to that effect. This is where the matter has now stuck. Transnet has not done that, and
this is the only matter that keeps the workers out on strike and which prevents them from returning to work.
Discussion:
Why does the M&G portray these Numsa workers as ‘an early preparation for the violent overthrow of the government
in 2019’, when they know that the workers have only focussed on fighting exploitative conditions at their workplace? It
is clear that the M&G has an agenda to discredit both militant workers in general and Numsa in particular.
Why did Satawu and the other unions not respond to the workers’ legitimate demands? Is it because Satawu leaders are
in alliance with the Transnet bosses (the ANC govt) that they did not want to upset the drive for an ANC election victory,
that they deliberately ignored the plight of their own members? We think so. Was it not a logical consequence of the
failure of Satawu to defend its own members, that they sought out another home to take up their demands? We think
so.
This is not a clash between unions but a political break of workers from an alliance that has shown and that shows every
day, that there is nothing for workers within it. Numsa is already over-stretched and would not have actively sought out
port workers to deliberately split Satawu. If they had such a campaign then thousands more would have broken from
Satawu. Numsa accepting the port workers, who were in any case breaking from Satawu, has at least kept militant
workers within Cosatu. This is a step forward rather than to have allowed a weakening of Cosatu as a federation.
If it is true that Transnet has now taken steps to abolish labour brokers, this is a victory for the working class as would be
the equalization of transport deductions and a reversal of the anti-worker shift scheme.
Workers in the ANC and in Cosatu need to ask yourselves the question about the ANC election manifesto: has the ANC
really taken steps to limit the exploitative conditions of labour brokers? Workers should be challenging the Satawu,
Cosatu and ANC leaders about conditions of labour brokers at the Ngqura port and indeed all the ports. Transnet is a
state entity, surely the ANC can abolish labour brokers there overnight. If it does not do so, what does that say about the
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class character of the ANC? Surely the striking Numsa port workers are closer allies to us than the labour broker leaders
of the ANC? Surely we should be intensifying the discussion for a special Congress in Satawu and in Cosatu, to decisively
break from the ANC and SACP and yes, why not, be discussing the basis for a new revolutionary working class party that
can lead the way to end this system of wage slavery.
22.6.2014 WIVP workersinternational@gmail.com

Lwandle apartheid-style evictions by the ANC govt
On the 2nd June the ANC govt, through Sanral, violently evicted at least 234 families living in shacks on land
that had apparently been earmarked for a re-routing of the N2 in Strand. Unarmed masses were beaten, their
shacks torn down, pepper-sprayed into their faces, in the first storms of winter. This was a leaf out of the book
of the old NP and DP (fore-runner of the DA). The ANC promised us radical change- here we see a more radical
eviction of the masses on behalf of the big bosses.
Here we see how, in the final analysis, the DA and ANC are capitalist parties and that they are totally
subservient to big capital. A multi-million Rand tender will be handed out, where the lion’s share goes to the
large capitalist construction companies and while capitalist political parties get scraps in return for the violent
clearing of the land.
Once this attack was publicised the ANC govt tried to backtrack, offering alternate land for new shacks to be
built. Now why did Sanral not offer the land in Kuilsriver before the mass eviction? Why did the state not build
the masses proper houses and provide public transport and infrastructure for the Siyanyanzela community
before the move? The Cosatu leaders even woke from their election mode to condemn the evictions- but they
did nothing else. For months the Cosatu leaders have been campaigning among workers about how good the
ANC is and what a great story the ANC has in housing construction. The Cosatu leaders glossed over the
Marikana massacre that an elite police unit perpetrated, they glossed over the fact that only the President, as
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Commander in chief of the armed forces, could have given the instruction for such a unit to go to Marikana;
no, for the Cosatu leaders, the previous incumbent was good enough for a second term.
Scarcely 1 week after the President had been sworn in this mass violence took place. The Cosatu leaders know
that Anglo American and other mines have been stealing trillions over the years, that there is enough funds for
not only jobs for all but decent houses for all. They know that the ANC and SACP allow Anglo American to steal
and do nothing about it- they take bribes of tenders and shares. Yet the Cosatu leaders insist that workers
should place their faith in the capitalist ANC and SACP.
The Western Cape High court ordered the violent eviction of the masses without even considering that they
should be placed in suitable houses. Many eviction orders across the country have been similarly issued. The
courts therefore protect the rich and those who own the means of production; the courts are not there to
meet the needs of the masses. Thousands of families have been evicted by the ANC, DA, IFP regimes- how
long are the masse going to tolerate this violence?
Lwandle confirms that the call by Numsa for a Special Congress is correct and that the sooner that ties are
broken with the capitalist ANC and SACP, the better. The setting up of a new revolutionary working class party
is even more urgent. How many more Marikanas and Lwandles should we tolerate before we finally make the
break and establish real working class independence and a path of struggle for radical change.
Expropriate Anglo American and other mines, without compensation, placing them under workers’ control, so
we can have decent houses for all! 8.6.2014
Post script: The fact that the ANC and DA governments join hands to put the evicted back into shacks on the
same land in the middle of winter, does not change the above analysis, namely that both are capitalist parties,
working together against the masses. There are plenty of vacant rooms in the nearby hotels which could have
been used instead of dumping people back into shacks. 22.6.2014

United front of anti-GMO and supporters of mineworkers
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Nigeria- Save all our girls!
Recently the bourgeois media have swept up sympathy around the world for the 250 school girls kidnapped by
Boko Haram. It is good and well to urgently campaign for their release and safe return, but let us be
consistent.
There are a number of girls being killed when US drones bomb civilians in Afghanistan. Do they not deserve to
be saved too? US and UK imperialism are involved in bombings in Iraq to create a supposed sectarian conflictmany innocent girl children have been killed or maimed in such attacks- do they not also deserve to be saved
too? The International slave trade in the girl child is worth hundreds of billions of dollars- such a trade could
not exist without the co-operation of the major banks of the world. Do these slave girl children who are
kidnapped by the thousands every year, not also deserve to be saved?
The banks that profiteer from the ongoing slave trade also own the media outlets who are now encouraging
us all to ‘save our girls’!
So we ask: What is their real motive?
The Nigerian military was warned in advance of the attack on the school yet they did nothing about it. This
shows that the Nigerian military is complicit in the attacks by Boko Haram. Secondly, where does the Boko
Haram get its funding from for their huge amount of arms? They are base in some of the most impoverished
zones of Nigeria, so where did all the money appear from to fund their operations?
Imperialism, which controls Nigeria, needs to keep the masses permanently destabilised so that we are
divided among ourselves rather than united against the capitalists and their state. Thus Boko Haram assists to
divert the masses from fighting the state into a quasi-religious fight. The girls who were kidnapped and
tortured were all Muslim. So why would a religious group that claims they are Islamic, kidnap and torture
Muslim girls? It does not make sense. This shows that the real aim of Boko Haram is to terrorise the masses, to
assist in dividing them, and just like in Iraq and elsewhere, the classic signs are there of imperialist backing by
imperialism for them.
The kidnappings are to provide a cover for the invasion of US and UK troops across Africa, to help provide a
justification for imperialism to build up a stronger military presence- they know the regimes are becoming
more and more discredited; thus imperialism needs further forces of violence available to assist in controlling
the Africa masses in the face of the coming Africa-wide revolt against imperialist capitalist domination.
Yes, there needs to be armed self-defence committees set up, jointly of Muslim and Christian to free the
kidnapped girls. But the masses should also unite to expropriate the imperialist oil companies, without
compensation, under workers’ control. Then the social basis for groups like Boko Haram will be removed and
Nigeria and the masses will really be able to live and break from the permanent slum conditions that
imperialism has imposed. Then we can say and firm and solid step forward will be taken to really free our girls.
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We publish an open letter by Samwu members.

"SAMWU members protest against alleged corruption by their
national leaders"
For a long time. almost one year, we who are loyal members of SAMWU have become very angry and tired of our
National Leadership because they will not explain what has happened to the millions that are missing from the SAMWU
accounts. When our Provincial Leaders ask questions they are treated like criminals. In other provinces, those who have
dared to ask questions have been suspended. Now is the time for an independent Forensic Audit, and for the police to
investigate wrongdoing.

Our questions are straight forward.

1. Who gave the national leadership permission to spend an extra R19million on a building that is still not nearly finished and has
now cost more than R32 million to so-called renovate? Where has this money been spent?

2. Why is our money being moved from one account to another to cover up gaps? Who gave the national leaders permission to
do this? Why cannot they account as they are supposed to do for over R100 million rands of workers money?

3. Why are they keeping the Union in the dark and not showing bank statements, or giving us information? If there is nothing to
hide, why are they doing this?

There was a majority in the Union in favour of a forensic audit and for the suspension of the national leaders, but last week at a fixed
CEC they bent and broke the SAMWU constitution to manipulate the figures, and to stop the truth from being heard. They even took
court action to silence our comrades.

WE SAY ENOUGH IS ENOUGH. NO MORE LIES. NO MORE SUSPENSIONS OF OUR PROVINCIAL LEADERS. CALL
A FORENSIC AUDIT NOW.

WE ARE NOW OCCUPYING THE SAMWU HEAD OFFICE BECAUSE IT BELONGS TO SAMWU MEMBERS NOT A
LEADERSHIP THAT IS HIDING INFORMATION FROM US.

WE CALL ON ALL SAMWU MEMBERS TO COME AND JOIN US, AND SEE HOW YOUR MONEY HAS BEEN WASTED
BY THIS NATIONAL LEADERSHIP.

THE TIME HAS COME FOR SAMWU MEMBERS TO TAKE BACK THE UNION FROM THOSE WHO ONLY THINK OF
THEMSELVES. PUT SAMWU UNDER WORKERS CONTROL. SAMWU BELONGS TO US.

FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT ERNEST MATHABATHE ON 076 990 8953.
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Editorial Comment:
We salute the Samwu members for taking the bold step to occupy your head office and to begin to take
control over your own union. Now here are some points to consider:
When the agreement was reached over the wage curves, an ANC official falsified the date of implementation,
postponing it by one year. Aws this not a massive defrauding of all municipal workers by the ANC. The ANC
and SACP did nothing to correct this. In fact the matter has dragged on for years. At Salga level, the ANC, DA
and IFP united against the municipal workers. Yet your own leaders, despite all of this, still called for workers
to vote for the party that backed the fraudsters. Comrades, the corruption in the union is directly related to
their support for the ANC. Those who gave the orders for the Marikana massacre are now the leaders of the
ANC in govt. Doesn’t that worry you, comrades?
We call for you to begin mobilising, not only for the replacement of the leadership but to deal with the
political basis of the corruption, namely the alliance with the capitalist ANC and SACP. Otherwise, dear
Comrades, one corrupt group will merely replace another. Forward to a Special Congress of Samwu and a
Special Congress of Cosatu to break with the Marikana massacre regime; the time has come to set up a new
revolutionary working class party. We need to expropriate Anglo American and all the mines and banks,
without compensation, to be placed under workers’ control- this is the way to end all casualization of
municipal services and to achieve a decent life for all.

From revolutionary days on the farms to attempted counter-revolution by the capitalist
class- the case of Csaawu, 10 dismissed farmworkers and the bosses of Steydler farm in
Robertson
On Tuesday 3rd June, while the state was brutalising the masses in Lwandle, the Labour Court issued an
execution order against 11 farm workers who were dismissed almost 1½ years ago by the bosses of Steydler
farm. These farm workers have been blacklisted by the bosses so that they are now facing permanent
unemployment, thus confirming their dismissal is in reality an execution order by the labour court. By
awarding costs against the union, Csaawu, the state is attempting to shut down one of the few independent
voices within the workers’ movement and one of the few farm workers unions.
The mass eviction at Lwandle and the ruling against the militant farm workers may seem to be unrelated but
they are part of the same strategy by the capitalist state.
On paper the workers had a ‘good case’- they were denied their right to be heard (hearings were held in their
absence), they were told they could return to work but only if they resigned from the union, etc. Yet the
workers’ dismissal was confirmed and a cost order made against the union which could bankrupt it.
To understand these attacks by the state we have to look at the national and international situation:
Since about 2011 there has been a growing international revolt of the masses against the capitalist regimes.
This revolt is still growing; the Marikana and mining revolt of 2012, the farm workers revolt of 2012-3, are part
of this process; the community uprisings are growing and there has been an increasing turn by the masses to
engage in mass action against councillors, the police and other organs of the state. Over this period the
traditional political leadership has become more and more discredited- their ability to control the masses is
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rapidly declining; the capitalist states have been forced to go over to more and more brute force efforts to
maintain control.
The current Platinum mineworkers strike, which is now in its 5th month, has sent alarm bells off for the
capitalist class; the masses have begun a life and death struggle with the capitalist system.
Thus the capitalist class has begun a desperate drive to snuff out any potential revolt: The state clamped down
on the occupation of land in Strand and other areas as the hunger for land for housing is so desperate that, if
left unchallenged, an avalanche of occupations of land could occur. Thus the violent evictions in Strand is an
attempt to prevent further land occupations and to limit further revolt.
The state had to rule against the farm workers of Steydler farm- if they allowed these militant workers back to
work they would be allowing a revolutionary embryo on the farms to grow. The capitalist class has decided to
send a message that whoever rises up against the system will be severely dealt with. This too is an attempt to
limit the revolt across the land. There are a number of other mass dismissal cases pending and the capitalist
class has decided that the risk is too great to allow these militants back on the farms- these workers led the
revolt that forced a relatively huge increase in farm workers’ wages, not through bargaining channels but
through revolutionary means. Whether the capitalists admit it or not, they have realized that the revolt
against cheap labour on the farms is part of the same struggle against cheap labour on the mines and indeed
on the very foundations of the capitalist relations in SA (if not Southern Africa and Africa in general).
Through a wide range of tactics the capitalist-imperialist class has thus far managed to keep the militant
mineworkers isolated. The labour court ruling and the mass evictions at Lwandle are part of this broader plan.
A proposed way forward
A multi-prong approach is needed to break the isolation of the militant farm workers; yes, we need to
patiently explain to all farm workers that the capitalist class and the ANC govt intend keeping farm workers
wages very low so that the capitalist profits can grow; on the other hand we need to explain to the entire
masses that we have to launch a solidarity campaign in defence of the farm workers- how can food prices go
up every week but farm workers still get starvation wages? Who profits and who is helping them? These are
the questions we need to explain. We need to explain how the imperialist food companies and banks are
poisoning the food supply and the masses in general. Such a campaign in defence of the farm workers and
their unions must be linked with the struggle for workers’ to expropriate the farms, without compensation,
and under workers’ control. The current period has eroded the ground for reform- the choice is rather starklySocialism or barbarism.
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On the passing of cde Shadrack de Bruin VW worker, part of the original
1346 VWSA workers dismissed in 2000
12th June 2014
Just received news that another worker from VWSA, one of the original 1346 workers who were dismissed in
2000 for striking against the then collusion of the Numsa leaders with management, has died at 11pm on
Tuesday 10 June.
He and his wife were of the most fervent supporters of the WIVL in PE before the ANC drove us out.
Cde de Bruin died of poverty, having been unemployed since 3 February 2000. His wife was one of the
leadership of the wives of the dismissed workers who was chosen to expose Mbeki when he came to
Uitenhage.
Hundreds of VWSA dismissed workers have since passed on.
Today we remember too cde Ntsiki Makepula, a leader of the occupation of the Mercedes Benz factory in East
London in 1990 (also an ex-WIVL member), who passed on. [the factory was occupied when workers
discovered that a section of the factory was being used to make military vehicles for the SADF].
The dismissed workers of Mercedes Benz and VWSA are still fighting for justice.
cde de Bruin, like so many other Numsa members were among the pioneers of fighting for Numsa and Cosatu
to break from the alliance from the ANC and SACP.
The path to workers' liberation is lined with the martyrs of our struggle. This is why our flag is red.
Viva the Numsa moment! cde de Bruin and cde Makepula, always present until the day of Socialism!

A letter through Numsa’s general secretary to all at Numsa who value the
role of workers and the working class in the revolution.
Dear Irvin Jim
I need to arrive at a point herein; therefore it cannot be enough to
introduce myself merely as a member of Numsa and a worker at Ford Motor
Company [P. E.].
Hence I remember that in terms of being a worker I showed interest in the
trade union movement as a follower of MACCWUSA. Incidentally the year 1979
was the year I started to work, and I was a factory worker. Soon after I
had become loyal to labour activities I was asked by some fellow workers
to organize our workforce as members of GWUSA, the sister union to
Maccwusa for workers who were not in the motor industry. The project of
organizing was short-lived, though, when the bosses heard of my secret
activity- organizing was not open then; and they, not able to approach the
matter directly [here you will remember the recommendations of Judge
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Wiehahn]- the bosses conspired with foremen and the latter fired me for
"under-performance" in 1981.
Now, sir, let me not waste your valuable time about what happened inbetween my original dismissal and when I was employed at Ford Motor
Company in 1996. But let me perhaps mention that I have always been- and I
continue to be- true to the revolution.
Let me therefore state directly that in as much as you endeavor to advance
the revolution- one takes into account the current activities of Numsa
[which activities I appreciate]- you will possibly arrive at the desired
point much later- of course we do not calculate the revolution as if it
were a mathematical problem .
Why am I saying this?
Because I have learnt to know [and I arrive at knowing by being
dialectical even if somewhat].
Hence while the leadership takes up a revolutionary stand, the base of
Numsa is a hundred or thousand times more revolutionary and as you are the
custodian of the union, we ask that you convey our sentiment to them.
An example of this tendency is how Numsa is not well-represented in some
factories in spite of Numsa enjoying exclusive rights to workers.
For instance while one appreciates the fact that the workers will for the
first time in nearly twenty years exercise their right to vote for whom
they trust at Ford Motor Company, that right is being infringed even
before the potential voters have exercised it. The role players in this
infringement are found in the will-be-out-going-committee among others.
How can these gentlemen be seeking to inhibit Numsa's base? A number of
reasons are historical.
Here one remembers the period of the late 1980's into the early 1990's.
Comrades argued for and endorsed, the "three caps" theory whereby a trade
unionist wearing the trade union "cap" had to wear also those caps of the
SACP and the ANC as fittingly. None among us at that time suspected where
this would lead to.
It might be remembered, also, that the apartheid regime had what it termed
"Stratcom"; and so when the ANC took over the State it inherited also this
security component. In the course of democracy the ANC has stated that
those who operated covertly are now free to operate for the democratic
state. We all know that these were agents provocateur, rumour mongers,
power mongers, etc. We also know now these “leaders” are so deployed as to
keep the ANC in power at all costs. Hence, the de-stabilizers are now
working as stabilizers in the trade unions; and so, sir, in as much as
many shop stewards are loyal to Numsa we have whom history has judged as
lumpenproletarians. An example of these, again, is the would-be-out-going
shop stewards committee at Ford Motor Company.
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Am I campaigning?
Yes. I am campaigning from a vanguard position for my fellow workers to
elect the shop stewards of their choice.
What is there for me to gain?
The workers' gain is a gain to me also. From that point the revolution
will continue with less hindrance.
In any case, sir, I wish Numsa well in the great task as laid out.
I am
Truly
Cde F
P.S.
It has been commonly understood that the said committee is now defunct as
the committee pending the coming elections. However the actual fact is
that the committee is functioning fully much to the wonder of Numsa’s
members on the floor. The committee as I wrote this mail was in Pretoria [
or elsewhere]to “represent” the workers.

STAND IN SOLIDARITY WITH DISMISSED CSAAWU FARMWORKERS!
HISTORIC LABOUR COURT CASE, 2 JUNE 2014
On 2 June farmworkers will for the first time appear in the Labour Court. Dismissed farmworkers from the historic
2012/3 strikes will 18 months later have their case heard!
In 2013 farmworkers won an unprecedented 52% increase in their minimum wage to R105 p/day through their united
struggle & courageous sacrifices. Farmworkers and dwellers undertook a historic rebellion. This was more than a labour
dispute for higher wages – it was a spontaneous rural rebellion driven by workers and communities against intolerable
working and living conditions, 20 years after so-called democracy.
Since the strike, farmworkers have had their livelihoods attacked. Workers report being dismissed, retrenched, evicted,
unilateral changes in contracts and water and electricity cut offs.
On Steydler Farm in Robertson, 11 workers were dismissed on 8 January 2013. They were locked out during the strike
and dismissed at a hearing that they were not present at. Since the unfair dismissal, the workers have been unemployed
and struggling to survive. The farmer blacklisted them so they could not find alternative forms of income, one worker
had to pull her child out of high school, another worries about her new born child. Workers are being buried under more
and more debt. The workers and their families are also sitting with a threat of eviction over their heads if the farmer
succeeds in dismissing them.
This is a historic Labour Court case dealing with dismissals from the 2012/3 strikes! It is the first case and will have
implications for the cases of dozens of dismissed workers to appear in the Labour Court later this year. We need
hundreds outside the Court to put pressure on the Judge. If farmworkers lose this case, it will set back workers
confidence for years to come!
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Don’t let the farmworkers stand in court alone!
Don’t let farmworkers face the aftermath of the strike alone!
Defend farmworkers right to strike!

STAND WITH FARMWORKERS!
2 JUNE 9AM, LABOUR COURT, CAPE TOWN
AN INJURY TO ONE IS AN INJURY TO ALL!

Statement: condemn the fascist pogrom in
Odessa
This is a statement drafted by Workers Power which we invite organisations and individuals to sign. Please circulate it to
your members and supporters. To add your name to the statement please reply to this or email
contact@workerspower.co.uk
May 3 2014
We unequivocally condemn the fascist pogrom in Odessa, carried out by Right Sector gangs loyal to the regime in Kyiv.
They torched the House of Trade Unions in Odessa, killing scores inside. The Nazi gangs finished off those who jumped
from or fled the building, kicking them to death on the street. In the evening they carried out further pogroms against the
population.
We unreservedly condemn this fascist terror, which is the direct consequence of the illegal Kyiv government’s attempt to
impose its authority by force on the whole of southern and eastern Ukraine.
We condemn without equivocation all the attempts of this government of oligarchs and fascists which has integrated the
Right Sector fascist militias into their ‘forces of order’ – to spread their rule to areas that have justly resisted their
illegitimate authority.
We declare our complete solidarity with the population resisting the offensive of the Kyiv regime and support their
legitimate demands for autonomy.
We send our condolences to the family and friends of the martyrs in Odessa including to the comrades of the Ukrainian
organisation Borotba who have consistently resisted the fascist advance into southeastern Ukraine and to the family of
their comrade Andrey Brazhevsky, killed yesterday at the House of Trade Unions.
We condemn the governments and politicians of the USA and EU states who have supported the coup and actually
embraced the fascist leaders.
We likewise condemn the western imperialist media who continue to slander the resistance and cover for the crimes
committed by the regime in Kyiv.
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We appeal to the labour, socialist, anti-war and antifascist movements of the world to denounce the pogrom in Odessa, to
condemn the offensive against the East and South, and to mobilise action in solidarity with the antifascist resistance in
Ukraine.

The Ukrainian masses rise while world imperialism attempts to raise the
fascist jackboot
While we print and support the sentiment of the Workers’ Power statement, it does not go far enough. The entire
Ukrainian mass have not lost their historical memory of a nationalised economy, albeit under a Stalinist rule. When the
masses voted to separate Crimea from Kiev, it was more a revolt against the fascist regime than a support of Putin.
Indeed Putin only went as far as securing Russia’s military base and strategic foothold on the Baltic sea.
When the masses rose up in Donetsk and elsewhere in Ukraine, the Russian military has left them isolated. In fact, now
that there has been a show of an ‘election’ which legitimizes the coup regime, the Russian regime is in direct discussions
with them- in effect the Russian bureaucracy is in alliance with the coup regime against the Ukrainian masses. That Putin
has not yet sent troops to put down the revolt in Eastern and southern Ukraine is that he would be totally exposed as a
lackey of imperialism and his grip over the Russian masses would be lost- the revolt in Ukraine could spread across the
entire Russia which would once again open up a prospect of a workers’ seizure of power in Russia and all the
surrounding republics.
Huge sections of the Ukrainian army have joined the masses against the Kiev regime. Imperialism has brought in special
troops and mercenaries to help them put down the masses- they have not yet succeeded.
Down with the Poroshenko coup regime. Forward to a united Ukrainian workers’ republic as part of a federation of
socialist workers states of Eastern Europe. Now more than ever we need to refound the Fourth International. 8.6.2014

DA Housing policy in tatters
It is not only the DA that is imploding; the tiny 'houses' in Pelikan Park are also falling to pieces.
The residents were promised houses with geyzers (these were clearly marked on the plans). When
residents moved in they found no geyzers. Some took initiative and began installing their own; but the
housing construction is so flimly that the roof has collapsed, the geyzer fallen down (luckily it did not
land on the children in the house); the walls are also damaged.
for on the scene comment please phone Eleanor (from Zilleraine Heights committee) ph 0747247373

Vavi betrays
Mr. Nodongwe:Once again I am writing to you on matters of revolution. Hence I encourage not only yourself
but Numsa entirely to march forward to the call of revolution. This is more the case when Numsa has
precedented a proposed move towards a Cosatu special Congress and subsequently the proposed United
Front. If COSATU's General Secretary has betrayed Numsa now (and indeed the intent towards the proposed
United Front)- here one notes Vavi's truce with the tripartite alliance; and Vavi's utterances on national TVthen Numsa has a number of challenges emanating from the probable betrayal. One of such is that Numsa
needs to inform its entire constituency; and another challenge would be that Numsa needs to continue
towards the revolutionary United Front that Numsa has initiated. Cde X
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Message from a Numsa member
In terms of discussing on the Marikana matter [i.e. “we are all Marikana Mineworkers”] my input was that
every material [steel, stone, coal, plastic, etc.] that we use at our factories is, in the final analysis, a mineral
from underground. Therefore that makes us mineworkers also; and if mineworkers are fighting for better
wages as in Marikana, then we are all Marikana Mineworkers.
What is a revolution / what is a revolutionary? Some notes at a funeral by
a Numsa member
I will not now quote from the books that normally assist me; but I will
try to explain, thereby leaving spaces that a party of interest will fill.
There emerged in the course of history a social society consisting of two
distinctly opposite classes. These were the main class named the
capitalist class, and its opponent the working class; and the residents in
these two classes were capitalists and the proletariat [the working classyou will note that the working class consists of workers, the unemployed,
the permanently hungry, and the generally poor].
Over some three hundred years or so the capitalist class has so advanced
as to be imperialist [capitalist class at a higher or highest stage].
Today, perhaps more than at any other time earlier in history, here and
now exists a middle class between the two classes that I have mentioned.
This class has, as I have indicated, existed before; but what makes this
class more prominent today is that it serves now the imperialist system
where and when it normally would merely and simply have served the
capitalists as they were hitherto. In other words this class is more
empowered. Why so?
Because as the capitalist system advanced, so did the proletariat advance
in terms of scientific theory that would keep it in step as it marched in
defence against imperialist capitalism; and meanwhile as it advanced the
capitalist class [now the imperialist class] has created a buffer class
that will at all times cushion any blows that would be delivered at the
imperialist system on the one hand, while on the other hand the
imperialist class delivered more cruelly. Here is a middle-class that
seeks to permanently hold workers and the working class [the proletariat]
in check. Here we find would-be mobs, gangsters, racketeers, swindlers,
and petty criminals. These people are "recycled" by the imperialist system
and they come out nice and clean to work for the system as the
lumpenproletariat core of the middle class. It is not uncommon therefore,
to find these people united in diversity in group situations, whether that
may be in parliament, trade unions, and even funerals.
Now coming back to revolutionaries and the capitalist / imperialist
system.
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The system creates, as I have indicated, its own "revolutionaries"; and so
these kind of people write strange slogans, speak too nicely about the
dead, offer us T-shirts, etc. etc.
There spoke at a shopsteward’s funeral two shop stewards who sacrificed
workers when such shop stewards would have been retrenched by the Last-InFirst-Out method of retrenchment in 2008 at Ford Motor Company. Some among
the retrenched are still out of work today some six years after the
retrenchment.
Notably, therefore, those who serve the capitalist system- be they shop
stewards or anything else - serve a corruptor; and therefore they are
corrupted [importantly not all shop stewards are corrupted, but when they
are, there are telling signs].
Over and above therefore is that the proletariat must struggle in spite of
the lumpenproletariat, to change the capitalist / imperialist system. The
nature of the struggle in as far as the proletariat is concerned can be
revolutionary if and only if, and when and only when the proletariat
struggles for Socialism as the change immediately after capitalism /
imperialism. That is the essence of revolution or a revolution.

Samwu member occupy their head office
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SUPPORT WORKERS, YOUTH AND UNEMPLOYED IN STRUGGLE!
More than 70 000 platinum mineworkers went on strike on the 23rd January. Today, this strike has become the longest
strike on the mines in the history of the country. The current wage of the entry level mineworker is R5700. The workers
are demanding a minimum wage of R12 500 per month.
Is the workers’ demand affordable and reasonable?
If the companies pay the R12 500 it is still less than what white mine workers used to get in 1969 under the days of
apartheid. In fact if the workers were to demand the same wage) as what white mineworkers received in 1969 (allowing
for inflation) , they would have asked for R 40 000 per month. The truth is that Anglo American and other large mines
are making much more profit today than what they did under the apartheid regime. In fact, Labour Research Service
reports that the largest mines, including the mines that are on strike, have made enough profit to pay more than 2
million workers the wage of R12 500, and that is after, they have covered all their costs. [There are only about 600 000
mineworkers today).
Anglo American and the other mines have stolen the future of our youth
Researchers, Ben Fine, Sam Ashman and Susan Newman, and several others, have found that Anglo American and other
large mines have been stealing for the past 50 years at least (this is besides the huge profits of hundreds of billions that
they take out of the country every year). Anglo American and others lie about the value of the goods they take out of
the country and so pay less tax; Anglo American and other mines export minerals via fake companies that charge high
prices so that on paper, the mines look like they are making less profit- this also means they pay less tax. In 2007, in this
way, about R600bn left the country. If you add up all the money stolen over the years by Anglo American and others, it
runs into trillions of Rands. This is besides the penalties for tax fraud.
These hundreds of billions and trillions could have paid for quality housing for all, for quality, free education, for
decent jobs for all, for quality free health care. No one needs to go hungry or live in a shack, but the govt allows the
mines to steal the future of the youth and of the masses.
Anglo American and other mines have been stealing in the same way from the rest of Africa and around the world.
The govt, the SACP and Cosatu leaders has been bought off and sides with the Anglo American against the masses
Instead of prosecuting Anglo American and others, the ANC, SACP and Cosatu leaders side with them against the
masses: On the 16th August, a special unit of the police, massacred 34 mineworkers at Marikana. Cyril Ramaphosa, who
was then a director of Lonmin, had urged the police to take action, as did the NUM Secretary Frans Baleni. The special
police unit could not have been assembled without the orders of the commander in chief, President Zuma. Now the
terms of the Farlam Commission have been amended to exclude them appearing before the commission. In other
words, Zuma and Ramaphosa have been given amnesty for their role in the massacre. 3 out of every 10 mine workers
work for labour brokers. The main labour broker on the mine is JIC Mining, which is run by the Zuma and Gupta families.
Ramaphosa, Sexwale, Dipico, Motsepe and many other ANC leaders are all in partnership with Anglo American who
loaned them money to buy shares in BEE companies. Anglo American owns them. The head of Cosatu Investment arm,
Kopano Ke Matla, Tumelo Motsisi, is also head of Bokoni Platinum, a joint venture with Anglo American; SACP
investments are in a joint partnership with Impala Platinum in the Tamboti (Kameni) Platinum mine. Kopano ke Matla
has a number of investments in mining but never raised the theft by Anglo American and others.
The Way Forward
Organise house and general meetings in your community, at your school, university or at your workplace to discuss the
strike, how the government is covering up for the mines and how to support the strikers and all mine workers. If
possible, show the movie Miners shot down and have a discussion. Collect food and funds for the strikers (Gift of the
Givers foundation: Standard bank account no 052137228 branch code 057525 reference: Platinum strikers; ph
0836677179 or 0836520315). Set up a solidarity committee in your workplace, street or community and link up with the
Support/Campaign Committees in your area (or you could start one); We are building up to mass protests at
government offices and for marches to the mines and broader action. BRING BACK THE STOLEN WEALTH. Issued by
Socialise the Mines Campaign (ph 0732034222 Mnikelo; 0749276229 Joanne; 0822020617 Mo)
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We publish a petition by Samwu members and propose to them to add the demand for
a Special Samwu Congress to deal with the politics underlying the corruption.
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Internationale
Arise ye workers from your slumbers
Arise ye prisoners of want
For reason in revolt now thunders
And at last ends the age of cant.
Away with all your superstitions
Servile masses arise, arise
We'll change henceforth the old tradition
And spurn the dust to win the prize.
So comrades, come rally
And the last fight let us face
The Internationale unites the human race.
So comrades, come rally
And the last fight let us face
The Internationale unites the human race.
No saviour from on high delivers
No faith have we in prince or peer
Our own right hand the chains must shiver
Chains of hatred, greed and fear
E'er the thieves will out with their booty
And give to all a happier lot.
Each at the forge must do their duty
And we'll strike while the iron is hot.
The Internationale was written to celebrate the Paris Commune of March-May 1871: the first time workers took
state power into their own hands. Representatives were mandated on policy questions by their electors, they
were recallable at any time and were paid wages that reflected those of their constituents. The distinction
between legislative and executive arms of government was abolished.
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The Spark
Subscription form
I/we enclose HHHHHH. For my subscription.
Cheques/Postal orders payable to :
Workers International Vanguard Party
Send your subscription together with this form below to our head office address.

Your nameEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
Your addressEEEEEEEEEEEE..
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
Annual Rates [including postage]:
a) South Africa & Zimbabwe [workers]E.R60
[other]EEEEEEE.EE.R120
b) South Africa & Zimbabwe [including pamphlets]
[workers and pensioners]..R80
[other]EEEEEEE..EE..R160
c) Rest of AfricaEEEEEEER300
d) Outside Africa [rest of the world]
$100
Where to contact us:
st

1 Floor, Community House, 41 Salt River rd, Salt River, 7925. Cape Town, South Africa Ph 021 4476777 Ph:
0822020617, fax 0865486048 Email: workersinternational@gmail.com website: www.workersinternational.org.za
or on our facebook group is called Workers International Vanguard Party WIVP
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